
VEGA 
SPACE Selegance and practicality combined



VEGA SPACE S |

ecoVEGA SPACE S LG / HG
This spacious refrigerated counter with 
its smooth rounded glass ensures the 
fresh product is always in the center 
of customer‘s attention. Simple, yet 
elegant it provides esthetic continuity 
when multiplexed into the lines, and 
ensures that products look appealing. 
The evaporator of Vega Space is located 
in the back wall of the counter, ensuring 
easy maintenance and cleaning. A Vega 
Space S Pastry version also available, 
with a display deck as a drawer for the 
convenient display of cakes and pies.

1250 1880 2500 3750

IC90 OC90

mm

OPTIONS:

| Low glass design for self-service
| Galvanized steel or stainless-steel 
display surface
| Dynamic or static cooling options
| LED lighting in hight glass design
| Stainless-steel bumper
| Electronic defrost heater

KEY BENEFITS:

| Enlarged display surface
| Wide choice of colors for the exterior 
and interior (RAL palette)
| Possibility to lift the bottom of the 
counter to clean and tidy it
| Plastic bumper
| Multiplexable device
| Strong tempered glass
| Liftable front glass
| Panoramic endwalls
| Protection against glass fogging
| Even allocation of cool air 
throughout the whole area
| Energy saving electronically 
commutated fans
| Electronic control panel
| Thermometer (solar powered or 
electronic)
| Polyurethane thermal insulation CFC 
free
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R134A R448A CO2 R290R450A



VEGA SPACE S |

ecoVEGA SPACE S JAMON
It is a unique refrigerated presentation 
model, integrating a cabinet for the 
display of aged Spanish hams and 
smoked meats, and a self-service 
display counter for meat cuts, cheese 
and delicatessen. The product features 
a large display capacity and great 
transparency that meet the criteria of 
excellent visibility and product display.

The functionality of this showcase 
makes it a great choice for the 
supermarkets as it offers excellent 
representation of the product with the 
smaller sales area footprint. The upper 
cabinet is available with grid shelves or 
a bar for ham hooks placement.

1250

N/A

mm

OPTIONS:

| Galvanized steel or stainless-steel 
display surface
| Version with hooks or shelves
| LED lighting
| Stainless-steel bumper
| Electronic defrost heater

KEY BENEFITS:

| Enlarged display surface
| Wide choice of colors for the exterior 
and interior (RAL palette)
| Possibility to lift the bottom of the 
counter to clean and tidy it
| Multiplexable device
| Panoramic endwalls
| Protection against glass fogging
| Even allocation of cool air 
throughout the whole area
| Energy saving electronically 
commutated fans
| Electronic control panel
| Thermometer (solar powered or 
electronic)
| Polyurethane thermal insulation CFC 
free
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VEGA SPACE S |

ecoVEGA SPACE SPH S LG / HG
Vega Space SPH S is a modern look 
counter designed for customers looking 
for quality, reliability and impeccable 
visibility of products. Curved spherical 
glass creates an aesthetical impression, 
provides more visibility and brings 
your products under the spotlight of 
customers‘ attention. Spherical glass 
corners enhance the round shape of the 
display counter and make it versatile 
allowing various display solutions. The 
counter is suitable for a broad variety 
of fresh food products and looks great 
in any size store.

940 1250 1880 2500 3750mm

OPTIONS:

| Low glass design for self-service
| Galvanized steel or stainless-steel 
display surface
| LED lighting in hight glass design
| Stainless-steel bumper
| Electronic defrost heater

KEY BENEFITS:

| Enlarged display surface
| Wide choice of colors for the exterior 
and interior (RAL palette)
| Possibility to lift the bottom of the 
counter to clean and tidy it
| Plastic bumper
| Multiplexable device
| Strong tempered glass
| Liftable front glass
| Panoramic endwalls
| Protection against glass fogging
| Even allocation of cool air 
throughout the whole area
| Energy saving electronically 
commutated fans
| Electronic control panel
| Thermometer (solar powered or 
electronic)
| Polyurethane thermal insulation CFC 
free
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2500
3750Vega Space S Pastry 1...10 ºC / -1...7 ºC

H1     /     M2
3.03
4.54

0.70
1.04 230

Model Lenght without endwalls
(mm)

Operating temperature
ºC (+25 ºC, 60% RH)

Exposition space
(m2)

Volume
(m3)

Rated voltage
(V)

1250
1880
2500
3750

1250
1880
2500
3750

1250

Vega Space S LG

Vega Space S HG

Vega Space S Jamon

| VEGA SPACE S

1...10 ºC / -1...7 ºC / -1...5 ºC
H1     /     M2     /     M1

1...10 ºC / -1...7 ºC / -1...5 ºC
H1     /     M2     /     M1

1...10 ºC / -1...7 ºC / -1...5 ºC
H1     /     M2     /     M1

1.14
1.71
2.28
3.41

1.14
1.71
2.28
3.41

2.80

0.29
0.44
0.59
0.88

0.29
0.44
0.59
0.88

0.74

230

230

230

Vega Space S corner IC90 Vega Space S corner OC90

Vega Space S LG Vega Space S HG Vega Space S Jamon Vega Space S Jamon
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Vega Space SPH S corner IC45R Vega Space SPH S corner OC45R Vega Space SPH S corner OC90R

Vega Space S Pastry Vega Space SPH S LG Vega Space SPH S HG

940

1250
1880
2500
3750

940

1250
1880
2500
3750

Vega Space SPH S LG

Vega Space SPH S LG

Vega Space SPH S HG

Vega Space SPH S HG

1...10 ºC / -1...7 ºC
H1     /     M2

1...10 ºC / -1...7 ºC / -1...5 ºC
H1     /     M2     /     M1

1...10 ºC / -1...7 ºC
H1     /     M2

1...10 ºC / -1...7 ºC / -1...5 ºC
H1     /     M2     /     M1

0.86

1.14
1.71
2.28
3.41

0.86

1.14
1.71
2.28
3.41

0.22

0.29
0.44
0.59
0.88

0.22

0.29
0.44
0.59
0.88

230

230

230

230


